Abstract-Four types of observability of Boolean control networks (BCNs) have been proposed to to study the initial state of BCNs. However, all of them are offline observability meaning that once the input sequence is determined, it remains unchanged during the process of determining the BCN's initial state. It makes us can not find the input sequence to determine the initial state of some biological systems. In order to solve this problem and make some optimization, we propose the notion of online observability. In online observability, we deriving and deciding input sequence based on the output we observed in every time step when we determine the initial state in real time. Moreover, we also propose determination algorithms and applications of the online observability to further illustrate its advantages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Before introducing the Boolean control networks, we introduce the Boolean networks at first. In 1960s, Nobel Prize winners Jacob and Monod found that "Any cell contains a number of 'regulatory' genes that act as switches and can turn one another on and off. If genes can turn one another on and off, then you can have genetic circuits." [1] . Inspired by these Boolean-type actions in genetic circuits, the Boolean networks (BNs) is firstly proposed by Kauffman [2] for modeling nonlinear and complex biological systems. It is a type of discrete systems which based on a directed graph. In a Boolean network, each node has only two states "0" and "1", and each node can only be in one of these two values at a time step. The value of each node n i at the next time step is affected by the value of another node n j if there is a directed edge from n j to n i , where n j and n i can be the same node. We regard these nodes as the neighboring nodes of n i and the values of these neighboring nodes is the input. And then a new value of the node n i is obtained through a series of logical operations. The logical operators used in the operation include: AND, OR, NO, XOR, and so on. Some general descriptions of the BNs and their applications to biological systems can be found in [2] . Since then research interests in BNs have been motivated by the large number of natural and artificial systems [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . That these systems' describing variables display only two distinct configurations, then these describing variables take only two values, i.e., {0, 1}.
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Hongyang Qu was with the Department of Automatic Control and Systems Engineering, University of Sheffield. E-mail: h.qu@sheffield.ac.uk. considered [9] . Different from BNs, there are three kinds of nodes in BCNs, they are input-nodes, state-nodes and outputnodes. In BCNs, we can only control the value of the inputnodes and observe the value of the output-nodes. However, the value of each state-node s can be reflected by the value of an output-node o if there exists a directed edge from s to o. And the value of each state node s i at the next time step is affected by the value of a state-node s j (or an input-node i) if there is a directed edge from s j (or i) to s i , where s j and s i can be the same node. Therefore, there are also a series of logical operations (updating rules) to obtain the new values of the state nodes and output nodes of BCNs. BCNs can be used to solve various real problems, for instance, structural and functional analysis of signaling and regulatory networks [10] , [11] , abduction based drug target discovery [12] , and pursuiting evasion problems in polygonal environments [13] .
As the wide application of BCNs, there are a lot of research work about the control-theoretic problems of BCNs. The work in [14] proves that the problem of determining the controllability of BCNs is NP-hard in the number of nodes. In addition, it points out that "One of the major goals of systems biology is to develop a control theory for complex biological systems." Since then, the study on control-theoretic problems in the areas of BNs and BCNs has drawn great attention [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [8] . What is more, the controllability and observability are the basic control-theoretic problems of BCNs.
However, in this paper we research the observability of the BCNs. The concept of observability was proposed firstly in [15] . To date, there are four types of observability have been proposed. And they are mainly about how to get some information of the initial value of the state-nodes of the BCNs by the value of their input-nodes and output-nodes. Because the value of state-nodes can be reflected by the value of outputnodes. Moreover, the value of state-nodes at the next time step is affected by the value of state-nodes and input-nodes. Such that we can control and predict the new value of the state-nodes by the value of input-nodes. Therefore, with the updating rules of BCNs we get some information about the initial value of state-nodes of BCNs by the value of input-nodes and output-nodes. Then based on actual application needs, different types of observability are defined to get different kinds of information about the initial value of state-nodes For convenience, we use the vectors input i, state s and output o to represent the value of the input-nodes, statenodes and output-nodes of a BCN respectively. Then an input sequence i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 consists of several inputs in sequential time steps, a state sequence s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s p−1 consists of several states in sequential time steps, and an output sequence o 0 , o 1 , . . . , o p−1 consists of several outputs in sequential time steps. Such that, for the initial state s 0 of a BCN and its input sequence i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 , we have a corresponding state sequence s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s p and a corresponding output sequence o 0 , o 1 , . . . , o p for this BCN.
As we mentioned before, there are four types of observability have been proposed. The four existing observability of BCNs are as follows.
1) The first type of observability proposed in 2009 [15] , and it means that every initial state s 0 can be determined by an input sequence i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 . Such that, as we inputing i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 , the corresponding output sequence (o 0 , o 1 , . . . , o p ) of s 0 is different from the corresponding output sequence of any other types of initial state. Therefore, we can distinguish the s 0 from other types of initial state by this input sequence, and then we can determine whether the initial state is s 0 by this input sequence.
2) The second observability proposed in 2010 [16] , and it is determined in [19] . 3) The third observability proposed in 2011 [17] , and it states that there is an input sequence i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 that determines the initial state s 0 . Such that, the corresponding output sequence of all types of initial state are different. Therefore, we can determine the initial state of the BCN by this input sequence for every initial state. 4) The fourth observability proposed in 2013 [8] is essentially the observability of linear control systems, i.e., every sufficient long input sequence i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 can determine the initial state s 0 . Such that, the corresponding output sequence of any types of initial state are different. Therefore, we can determine the initial state of the BCN by every sufficient long input sequence for every initial state.
In Section II, we will present the formal definition of four observability completely and introduce their implication relationship
In the four existing observability, we can not determine the initail state of BCNs in real time by the first and second observability. Although we can determine the initail state of BCNs in real time by the third and fourth observability, the requirements for BCNs to determine the initail state are very harsh. Thus, we consider that whether we can determine the initial state of some BCNs which can not be determined by the third and fourth observability.
In the porcess determining the initial state, we infer the set of possible initial states S k by observing the output of BCN at every time step k. The input i k we chose should make every two distinct states (s k i , s k j ) in the set of possible initial states will not turn into be the same state after affected by i k . And the new set of possible initial states S k+1 is derived by the input i k we chose and the new output o k+1 we observe at the time step k + 1, and we have |S k+1 | ≤ |S k |. If |S k+1 | = 1, we can determine the initial state s 0 of the BCN.
What's more, in the third and fourth observability, if a BCN satisfies the observability there has to exist an input sequence that determines its initial state s 0 . But we can also determine the set of possible initial states S 0 by initial output o 1 we observe, and then we use different input sequences to determine initial state (s 0 ∈ S 0 ) for different sets of possible initial states. In this case, the requirements for BCNs to determine the initail state would be less harsh because we utilize the set of possible initial states S 0 to find the input sequence. Then we propose the online observability in this paper wich means that we find input sequence by the S k , where S k is the set of initail states derived at every time step k. With the online observability, we can determine the initial state of some BCNs which can not be determined before.
In the online observability, we make full use of the input and output of BCNs at every time step to determine their initial state. Therefore, a BCN is online observable iff we can determine its initial state s 0 in real time for every initial state s 0 . Comparing with the existing first and second observability, the online observability has the real-time property because we can determine the initial state in real time. However, comparing with the existing third and fourth observability, it has interactivity that we would make full use of the input and output of a BCN to determine its initial state. With the real-time property and interactivity, we call this type of observability online observability.
In order to study online observability better, we formulate the formal definition for it. Firstly, we define the derivation function to describe the derivation process of the state of BCNs by their output and input at every time step. Secondly, we propose the definition of the K-step determinability to present that we can use a set of possible current states to determine the current state of BCNs in real time in finite time steps. The derivation function and K-step determinability are all preparations for defining the the online observability. Thirdly, we define the online observability that for every set of possible states which derived at the time step 0, it satisfy K-step determinability. By the definition, we prove that online observability is the necessary and sufficient condition of determine the initial state of BCNs in real time for every initial state. Finally, we compare the online observability with existing four observability. That the online observability implies the first and second observability but not imply the third and fourth observability.
After we defined the online observability and campred it with with existing four observability, we propose two algorithms to determine it. The first one is the supertree-based algorithm, the supertree of a BCN intuitively depicts how to derive the state of the BCN by alternately observing the output and then deriving and deciding the input untill we can determine the state of BCN. But there are some shortcomings in this algorithm, so we propose the algorithm based on directed graph. In the algorithm based on directed graph, we check whether the K-step determinability of the sets with less possible states and then check the sets with more possible states. So that, it can help us find all paths to determine the initial state of BCNs.
Finally, in order to further illustrate the advantages of the online observability, we present how to use it to do some optimization in the process of determining the initial state. The first one is to find the shortest path and the second one is to avoid entering critical states. It because that the interactivity let the online observability has better performance than existing observability in the dynamic analysis of BCNs.
In conclusion, in this paper we make the following contributions.
Contributions: Firstly, we propose and formally define the concept of online observability of BCNs. Comparing with existing observability, the online observability can help to determine the initial state of some biological systems. Secondly, in addition to theoretical research, we also provide two algorithms to determine the online observability for BCNs. Finally, we present some optimization brought by the online observability of BCNs. Including methods to find shortest path and approaches to avoid entering critical states in the process of determining the initial state of BCNs. These optimization further explain the advantages of online observability of BCNs.
Then the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Structure: Section II introduces necessary preliminaries about BCNs, algebraic forms of BCNs and the four existing types of observability of BCNs. Section III presents the definition of derivation function, k steps determinability and online observability of BCNs. Section IV presents how to determine the online observability of BCNs by super tree and directed graph. Section V talks about some applications of the online observability of BCNs. We also compare the online observability with offline observability in this section. Section VI ends up with the introduction of our future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the definition of BCNs and their algebraic forms, as well as the four existing types of observability.
B : the set {0, 1}; t = 0, 1, . . . represents the discrete time.
A. Boolean Control Networks
A Boolean control network can be defined as a directed graph together with logical equations to describe the updating rules of the nodes of the directed graph. The formal definition of BCN is given as follows.
Definition 1 (Boolean Control Networks, [9] ): A BCN consists of the topology and the associated updating rules. The topology is captured by a directed graph which consists of input-nodes, state-nodes, output-nodes, and directed edges which connect nodes.
• Every node in a BCN can take a logic value from {0, 1} at a discrete time t = 0, 1, 2, . . . • Every directed edge from a state-node s 1 (or an inputnode i 1 ) to a state-node s 2 means that the logic value of s 2 at time step t + 1 is affected by the logic value of s 1 (or i 1 ) at time step t.
• Every directed edge from a state-node s 1 to an outputnode o 1 means that the logic value of o 1 at time step t is affected by the logic value of s 1 at time step t.
Assuming that the BCN has n state-nodes, m input-nodes and q output-nodes. Then the updating rules of the BCN can be described as following formulas:
where
n is a state which represent the logic value of all state-nodes at time step t;
m is a input which represent the logic value of all input-nodes at time step t;
q is a output which represent the logic value of all output-nodes at time step t; • f : B n+m → B n and h : B n → B q are logical functions that represent the updating rules of the BCN. In order to better illustrate the definition of BCN, we give an example as follows. Fig. 1 . A Boolean control network with two input-nodes A and B, four statenodes C, D, E and F , and two output-nodes G, W . We use blue, black and orange, to distinguish three types of nodes and three types of edges.
Example 1: In Fig.1 we have a BCN with two input-nodes A and B, four state-nodes C, D, E and F , two output-nodes G, W and the directed edges which connect them. And we have the updating rules of this BCN that
denote the value of state-nodes at time step t; A(t), B(t) ∈ i(t) denote the value of input-nodes at time step t;
denote the value of output-nodes at time step t; f :
and h : B 4 → B 2 are shown in the truth table (Fig.2) . For instance, the updating rule of output-node G is
The reason why we use the truth table to describe the updating rules of the BCN is that it would be will be more convenient for a BCN to be converted into its aglebraic form. What's more, for convenience, we will use this example to explain various concepts throughout this paper. 
B. The algebraic forms of BCNs
As mentioned in the Section I, STP is one of useful tools to deal with both BNs and BCNs related problems [15] . The STP is used to represent the algebraic form of BCN. The algebraic form of BCN helps us to introduce four existing observability of BCN and define the online observability of BCN. The definition of STP is as follows.
Definition 2 (STP): [18] Let X ∈ R m×n , Y ∈ R p×q and α = lcm(n, p) be the least common multiple of n and p. The STP of X and Y is defined as
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
After introducing the definition of STP of matrices, we introduce some related notations at first [20] :
n : the i-th column of the identity matrix I n ; • ∆ n : the set {δ
• L n×s : the set of n × s logical matrices. Using STP of matrices, the updating rules of the BCN (1) can be quivalently represented in the following algebraic form: Definition 3:
where s(t) ∈ ∆ N , i(t) ∈ ∆ M , and o(t) ∈ ∆ Q denote the states, inputs and outputs respectively the same as in formula (1), but s(t), i(t) and o(t) in formula (2) written with the special vector forms; L ∈ L N ×(N M ) and H ∈ L Q×N denote the relation matrices, where N = 2 n , M = 2 m , and Q = 2 q . Since STP keeps most properties of the conventional product [18] , the associative law, the distributive law, etc., we usually omit the symbol " " hereinafter. For instance, the formula
will be written as
After the introduction of the algebraic forms of BCNs, we introduce the process of constructing a BCNś algebraic form. In order to construct the algebraic form of BCN (2) we give a mapping τ : {0, 1} → {δ . Therefore, the logical variable A(t) takes value from these two vectors, i.e., A(t) ∈ {δ
Using the STP of matrices, we have
And according to [21] , for the logical function of each statenode f p which can be found in the updating rules (1) that
Therefore for state-nodes s 1 , . . . , s n , we have n logical matrices L 1 , . . . , L n for them, respectively. If for each state-node s p the logical matrix has its form
then we have that
By this relationship we can construct the L for the algebraic forms of BCNs. What's more we can also construct the logical matrix H in the similar way. To better illustrate the concept of algebraic forms, we give a simple example to describe it.
Example 2: For instance, for the BCN mentioned in Example 1, we have that the updating rules of this BCN can be represented with the algebraic form:
where α = {10, 
C. Four existing observability of BCNs
After introducing the algebraic forms of BCNs, we introduce four existing types of observability of BCNs in this subsection. In order to introduce four existing types of observability of BCNs, we define the mappings [20] :
(HL)
Where ∆ N , ∆ M and ∆ Q are three alphabets, s 0 ∈ ∆ N , p ∈ Z + and ∞ is the infinite natural numbers. For all p ∈ Z + ,
is a state sequence and
is a output sequence. For the ∞,
is an infinitely long state sequence and
is an infinitely long output sequence. From the algebraic forms of BCNs, in the formula (5), for any 1 ≤ k ≤ |I| we have
In the formula (5) and formula (6) 
Then four existing types of observability of BCNs can be defined as follows.
Definition 4: The first type of observability is that, a BCN is called observable, if for every initial state s 0 ∈ ∆ N , there exists an input sequence I ∈ (∆ M ) p for some p ∈ Z + such that for every two states [15] . Hence the first observability means that if a BCN is observable then every initial state of the BCN can be determined by an input sequence. But we can only use the corresponding input sequence I i of a state s i to check whether the state s i is the initial state s 0 of this BCN or not.
Example 3: For example, for the BCN mentioned in Example 1, we have for every initial state of this BCN can be determined by an input sequence. For instance,
• the state δ Definition 5: The second type of observability is that, a BCN is called observable if for any distinct states s 0 , s 0 ∈ ∆ N , there exists an input sequence I ∈ (∆ M ) p for some p ∈ Z + , such that Hs 0 = Hs 0 implies (HL)
The second observability means that a BCN is called observable if for every two distinct initial states s 0 , s 0 of the BCN, there exists an input sequence I which can distinguish them.
Example 4: For example, for the BCN mentioned in Example 1, we have for every two distinct initial states of the BCN, there exists an input sequence which can distinguish them. For instance,
• the states δ Therefore we have this BCN satisfies the existing third observability.
Definition 7: The fourth type of observability is that, BCN is called observable, if for any distinct states s 0 , s 0 ∈ ∆ N , for any input sequence
The fourth observability means that a BCN is called observable if every sufficient long input sequence can determine the initial state s 0 of the BCN for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N .
Example 6: For example, for the BCN mentioned in Example 1, we have there exists at least one sufficient long input sequence that can not determine the initial state of this BCN. For instance, the states δ Therefore we have this BCN does not satisfy the existing fourth observability.
What is more, we know the implication relationships of four existing types of observability from the definitions of them [20] . Where the implication relationship is that "The first observability implies the second observability." means "If a BCN satisfies the first observability then it satisfies the second observability." For the details of the proving process of this proposition, we refer readers to [20] .
After introducing the definition of four existing observability and their implication relationship, we discuss how to determine the initial state of some BCNs in real time by four existing types of observability.
• The first and second observability can not help us to determine the initial state of some BCNs in real time.
Because in the first observability we need to assume that the initial state s 0 of a BCN is s i , and then check it by corresponding input sequence I i of this state. If the initial state we assume is correct, then we can determine the initial state s 0 = s i . But if the assumption is not correct, we can not determine the initial state of the BCN. Therefore we need to check several test cases (with the same initial state s 0 ) of this BCN untill we can determine the initial state of them. So do the existing second observability of BCNs.
• We can use the third existing observability and fourth existing observability to determine the initial state of BCNs in real time, because we do not need to presuppose the initial state. But the requirements for BCNs are very harsh when we use the third observability and fourth observability. Because we do not make full use of the output and input in the process of determining the initial state. The output of BCNs we observed at every time step can help us further determine the range of the initial state. Then we can use different input sequence to determine the initial state based on the range of the initial state. However, in the third and fourth existing observability, we have to use the same input sequence to determine the initial state. In some biological systems (depicted by BCNs), the initial state of them can be checked at most once, i.e., we can only check the initial state of some biological systems in real time. Therefore, we can not use the first observability and second observability to determine the initial states of them in real time. Moreover, in some biological systems, it would takes many costs to check these biological systems. Hence we will spend a lot of overhead to determine the initial states of them by the first observability and second observability. Furthermore, we also can not use the third observability and fourth observability to determine the initial states of some biological systems if they do not satify the requirements of the third and fourth observability. With these disadvantages of four existing observability, we propose the online observability of BCNs to solve this problem.
Problem: Finding the necessary and sufficient condition of determine the initial state s 0 of BCNs in real time for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N .
III. THE ONLINE OBSERVABILITY OF BCNs
In this section we propose the online observability to solve the problem mentioned before, and we will introduce its related information in detail.
In the existing third and fourth observability, there has to exist an input sequence that determines its initial state s 0 if a BCN satisfies the observability. But we can derive the set of possible initial states S 0 by initial output o 1 we observe at time step 0, and then we find input sequence to determine initial state (s 0 ∈ S 0 ) for different sets of possible initial states. These input sequences can be different, and we can also determine the initial state of the BCN. In this case, the requirements for the BCN to determine the initail state would be less harsh since we utilize the set of possible initial states S 0 to find the input sequence. Furthermore, if we utilize the sets of possible initial states S 0 and S 1 derived in time step 0 and 1 to find the input sequence to determine the initail state, the requirements for BCNs would further less harsh. According to this law, in the online observability we find input sequence by the S t we derive at every time step, such that the requirements would be least harsh. Thus, a BCN satisfies the online observability iff its initial state s 0 can be determined in real time for every
The reason why we called this type of observability online observability is as follows.
• Firstly, in the online observability, we determine the initial state of BCNs in real time. In other words, we only need one test case to determine the initial state of BCNs. We call this property real-time property.
• Secondly, in the online observability, we use the outputs we observe to derive and decide the input sequence at every time step in the process of determining the initial state of BCNs. By this way, we can make full use of the outputs and inputs to determine the initial state of BCNs. We call this property interactivity. With the real-time and interactivity, we called this type of observability online observability.
After introducing the properties of the online observability, we briefly present how to determine the initial state of BCNs in real time. At every time setp t, we observe the output o t of BCNs, then we can infer the set of possible states S t by the output o t at first. Secondly, with the set of possible states S t we can derive the set of possible inputs I t , such that for every i t ∈ I t we have that s i , s j will not turn into the same state after being affected by the input i t i.e., Ls i i t = Ls j i t for any distinct s i , s j ∈ S t . This principle will be shown in the equation (11) . And then, we choose an input from I t . Thirdly, the set of possible initial states S t+1 of next time step is derived by the input i t we chose and the new output o t+1 we observe. The cardinal number of possible states set |S t+1 | does not change or decrease in this process shown in the equations (9) and (10) . If the cardinal number of new possible states set |S t+1 | turn into be 1 then we can determine the state and the initial state of BCN.
Therefore, in the definition of online observability, firstly we need to describe how to derive the set of possible states of the BCN by the output and input in every time step. So we define the derivation function to solve this problem. Secondly, we need to describe whether we can use a set of possible states determine the inistial state in real time for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N by the above mentioned process, then we define the K-step determinability.
Therefore, we have the definition of the online observability that if for a BCN every set possible states we derived at time step 0 satisfies K-step determinability, then it is online observable.
In the left of this section, firstly we define derivation function. Secondly we present the definition of k-step determinability (before K-step determinability). Thirdly, we give the formal definition of the online observability of BCNs by derivation function and K-step determinability. Finally, we compare the online observability with four existing observability.
A. Derivation function
In order to better describe how to derive the set of possible states S k and the set of possible inputs I k at every time step k, we propose the derivation function. The definition of this function is as follows.
Definition 8 (Derivation Function): The derivation function can be defined as Df (S, i, o). Based on derivation process mentioned before, we have that there exists the corresponding s ∈ S of s such that
∆ N is the possible states set;
∆ N is the possible states set determined by derivation function. We can get the set of states Df (S, i, o) for S after inputing i and observing o by this function. Moreover, we have some equations for this function. For better illustration, we will use the BCN mentioned in Example 1 as an example. And we can know the details of this function better by researching these equations.
Equation (7) represents that if the possible states set is an empty set of states ∅, then no matter what we input and observe we can only deduce the possible set is the empty set ∅. It means that if we don't know anything about the state of a BCN, then we can not deduce anything no matter what we do.
In equation (8), we have that for any possible states set S, and we neither input anything nor observe the output. In this case we can only deduce that the possible states set is S. It means that we can not know more information about a BCN than what I knew before before observing the output and deciding the input of this BCN.
In equation (9) . When the possible states set S = ∆ N , and we observe that the outputs of BCN is δ 1 4 before we decide input. In this case we can derive that the possible states would be δ shown in equation (10) . In other words, the cardinal number of the possible states set does not decrease before observing the output of this BCN. Therefore the input δ . And if the current state of the BCN is one of them then we can not determine the state any more. Therefore, the derivation function helps us define the online obervability to satisfy the real-time property.
We give a lemma to to better illustrate the real-time property.
Lemma 1: At time step k, S is the set of current possible states we derived and i(k) is the input we chose. If we can determine the current state s(k) of this BCN in real time for every s(k) ∈ S, then we have |Df (S, i(k), ε) | = |S|.
Proof 1: At time step k, S is the set of current possible states we derived and i(k) is the input we chose. And we can determine the current state s(k) of this BCN in real time for every s(k) ∈ S.
Firstly, we assume that |Df (S, i(k), ε) | < |S|. Then we have that there are two possible states
And then for any p ∈ N * we have
Therefore we can not distinguish between s i (k) and s j (k) any more. If the current state s(k) is one of the two possible states s i (k) and s j (k), then we can not determine the s(k) in real time.
But we have that we can determine the current state s(k) of this BCN in real time for every s(k) ∈ S, then the presumption
At time step k and S is the set of current possible states we derived. As the derivation function can only describe the derivation process the set of possible states S and the set of possible inputs of the BCN at a time step. But we need to know how to choose the input at every time step to determine the initial state of the BCN in real time. Thus we propose the kstep determinability for the set of possible states S to depicted whether we can determine the initial state in real time.
B. k-step determinability
After we difined the derivation function, we present the definition of k-step determinability for the set of states S, where the k ∈ N.
Definition 9 (k-Step Determinability): When k = 0, a set of states S the S is 0-step deterministic iff the cardinal number of this states set |S| = 1.
When k > 0, a set of states S is k-step deterministic iff the cardinal number of this states set |S| > 1 and for this set of states S there exists i p ∈ ∆ M such that
In the time step t and S is the set of current possible states we derived. If k = 0, from the definition of kstep determinability we know that the cardinality number of possible states set |S| = 1, then we can determine the current state of the BCN. Therefore we can determine the state without deriving and deciding any input and observing output in "k = 0" step. If k > 0, we have |S| > 1. Guided by the Lemma 1, we use the formula |Df (S, i p , ε) | = |S| to ensure that no different states will turn into be the same state after being affected by the input i p . Without this formula, we can not guarantee that the current state s(t) can be determined
is k -step deterministic, it make sure that we can can determine the initial state in real time. The k-step deterministic ( k > 0) is defined recursively, and it requires the definition of 0-step deterministic.
In order to better illustrate this definition, we give the following example.
Example
In addition, we propose some lemma for the k-step determinability.
Lemma 2: In the time step t and S is the set of current possible states we derived. If S is k-step deterministic, then we can determine the current state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in real time at time step (t + k).
Proof 2: If k = 0, then we have |S| = 1. Therefore, we can determine the current state s(t) of this BCN in real time at time step t, and then the Lemma 2 is right.
If for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 2 is right. When k = p+1 and the S is k-step deterministic, then we have for this set of states S there exists i p ∈ ∆ M such that
However, for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 2 is right, thus we can determine the state s(t + 1) of this BCN for every s(t + 1) ∈ Df (S, i p , ε) in real time at time step (t + 1 + k ). What is more, we have |Df (S, i p , ε) | = |S|, then for every s(t + 1) ∈ Df (S, i p , ε) we can find the corresponding one s(t) for it. So we can determine the state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in time step (t + p + 1). So we have if for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 2 is right then the Lemma 2 is right too when k = p + 1.
The Lemma 2 is right when k = 0, and if for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 2 is right then the Lemma 2 is right too when k = p + 1. Thus we have the Lemma 2 is right for any k ∈ N.
The Lemma 2 indicates that for the set of current possible states S we derived, S is k-step deterministic is the sufficient condition of determine the current state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in real time at time step (t + k). Therefore, the k-step determinability helps us define the online obervability to satisfy the real-time property.
Lemma 3: In the time step t and S is the set of current possible states we derived. If we can determine the current state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in real time in time step t + k, then S is k-step deterministic.
Proof 3: If k = 0 and we can determine the current state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in time step t. So we have |S| = 1, and then S is 0-step deterministic. Therefore, we have the Lemma 3 is right when k = 0.
If for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 3 is right. When k = p + 1 and we can determine the current state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in real time in time step t + k, then from the Lemma 1 we have for this set of states S there exists i p ∈ ∆ M such that |Df (S, i p , ε) | = |S|. And s(t + 1) can be determined in time step (t + 1 + p) for every s(t + 1) ∈ Df (S, i p , ε). Then we have that for each o j in ∆ Q such that |Df (S, i p , o j ) | = 0 there exists a k < (p + 1) that Df (S, i p , o j ) is k -step deterministic. Therefore, we have S is (p + 1)-step deterministic. And then have if for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 3 is right then the Lemma 3 is right too when k = p + 1.
The Lemma 3 is right when k = 0, and if for k = 0, . . . k = p the Lemma 3 is right then the Lemma 3 is right too when k = p + 1. Thus we have the Lemma 3 is right for any k ∈ N.
The Lemma 3 indicates that for the set of current possible states S we derived, S is k-step deterministic is the necessary condition of determine the current state s(t) of this BCN for every s(t) ∈ S in real time at time step (t + k). Therefore, the k-step determinability helps us define the online obervability to satisfy the interactivity.
Lemma 4: If a set of states S is k 1 -step deterministic and k 1 < k 2 , then S is k 2 -step deterministic. But if the states set S is k 1 -step deterministic and k 1 > k 2 , we can not deduce that S is k 2 -step deterministic.
Proof 4: A set of states S is k 1 -step deterministic and the k 1 < k 2 . If k 1 = 0 then |S| = 1. Therefore for this set of states S there exists i p in ∆ M such that
Therefore the set of states S is k 2 -step deterministic. If k 1 > 0, then |S| > 1. Therefore for this set of states S there exists i p in ∆ M such that
Df (S, i p , o j ) is k -step deterministic and k < k 1 < k 2 . Therefore the set of states S is k 2 -step deterministic.
But if the states set S is k 1 -step deterministic and k 1 > k 2 . What is more, for this set of states S there is no such i p in ∆ M such that
Df (S, i p , o j ) is k -step deterministic with k < k 2 < k 1 . Therefore the set of states S is not k 2 -step deterministic.
So we have the Lemma 4 is right. From the Lemma 4, we know that the exists the infimum of k for the k-step determinability of a set of states S, which indicate the shortest path to definitely determine the state of a BCN by this possible states set S in real time.
Definition 10 (k inf (S)): If for a set of states S, there exists a k i ∈ N such that S is k i -step deterministic but S is not
In Section V, we will represent the details on how to find the shortest path when we use the online observability to determine the initial state of a BCN. And some other some other advantages of the online observability.
Lemma 5: If a set of states S j is k-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j , then S i is k-step deterministic, where |S j | > 1.
Proof 5: A set of states S j is k-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j , where |S j | > 1. Therefore we have k > 0 from this precondition.
If k = 1, we have for this set of states S j there exists i p in ∆ M such that
is 0-step deterministic. Then we have for the set of states S i there exists i p in ∆ M such that
And then S i is 1-step deterministic, thus we have the Lemma 5 is right when k = 1.
If for k = 1, . . . k = p the Lemma 5 is right. When k = p + 1, we have for this set of states S j there exists i p in ∆ M such that
• |Df (S j , i p , ε) | = |S j |, and • for each o j in ∆ Q such that |Df (S j , i p , o j ) | = 0 and Df (S j , i p , o j ) is k -step deterministic with k < (p + 1). Then we have for the set of states S i there exists i p in ∆ M such that
is kstep deterministic with k < (p + 1). Then we have the S i is (p + 1)-step deterministic. Therefore we have if for k = 1, . . . k = p the Lemma 5 is right, then the Lemma 5 is right too when k = p + 1.
The Lemma 5 is right when k = 1, and if for k = 1, . . . k = p the Lemma 5 is right then the Lemma 5 is right too when k = p+1. Thus we have the Lemma 5 is right for any k ∈ N * . The Lemma 5 would help us design the algorithm to determine the online observability of a BCN, and we will represent the details in the Section IV.
C. Online observability
After the previous preparation, we present the formal definition of the online observability. The formal definition of the online observability of BCNs is as follows.
Definition 11 (Online Observability of BCNs): A BCN is online observable, iff for every o j ∈ ∆ Q such that
However, since we don not need to find the the specific value of k when we define the online observability, we define the concept of K-Step Determinability for convenience.
Definition 12 (K-Step Determinability): In the time step t and S is the set of current possible states we derived. If there exists a k i ∈ N such that S is k i -step deterministic, then the set of states S is K-step deterministic.
In order to better illustrate the definition of online observability, we give the following example.
Example 8: In the BCN mentioned in Example 1. We have that:
• |Df ∆ N , ε, δ 16 } = 0, and this set of states is 2-step deterministic (also K-step deterministic).
Therefore we have this BCN satisfies the online observability.
From the informal definition and formal definition of online observability, we propose a theorem for the online observability to solve the problem we proposed in the Section II.
Theorem 1: The necessary and sufficient condition of determine the initial state s 0 of a BCN for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N in real time is the online observability of this BCN.
Proof 6: A BCN is online observable, then for every o j in ∆ Q such that |Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) | > 0, the Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) is K-step deterministic. From the Lemma 2 we have if the Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) is K-step deterministic, then we have there exists a k i such that we can determine the s o in real time at time step k i for every s 0 ∈ Df (∆ N , ε, o j ). What is more for every o j in ∆ Q such that |Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) | > 0, the Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) is K-step deterministic. Then we have there exists a k j ≥ k i such that we can determine the s 0 in time step k j for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N . Therefore we can determine the initial state s 0 of BCNs in real time for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N .
If we can determine the initial state s 0 of BCNs for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N in real time, and Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) is the set of possible states we derived at time step 0. From the Lemma 3, we have for any set of initial possible states Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) we derived, there exists a k i such that we can determine the s o in real time at time step k i for every s 0 ∈ Df (∆ N , ε, o j ). Thus we have Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) is k i -step deterministic and then K-step deterministic for every o j in ∆ Q such that |Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) | > 0. Therefore this BCN is online observable.
So we have the necessary and sufficient condition of determine the initial state s 0 of a BCN for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N in real time is the online observability of this BCN.
What is more, we propose some lemma for the K-step determinability as well.
Lemma 6: If a set of states S j is K-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j , then S i is K-step deterministic, where |S j | > 1.
Proof 7: A set of states S j is K-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j . Then there exists a k i ∈ N * such that S j is k istep deterministic. By the Lemma 5, we have S i is k i -step deterministic too, and then the S i is K-step deterministic as well.
With the Lemma 6, we would have its equivalent proposition is right as well.
Lemma 7: If a set of states S i is not K-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j , then S j is not K-step deterministic.
Proof 8: A set of states S i is not K-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j . We assume that the set of states S j is K-step deterministic ar first, then we have S i is K-step deterministic too. But S i is not K-step deterministic, therefore we have the assumption is wrong, and then the S j is not K-step deterministic.
The Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 help us to determine whether a BCN is online observable in the Section IV.
D. Online observability and existing observability
After defining online observability of BCNs, we discuss the implication relationships between four existing observability and online observability. The implication relationship is about the conditions that need to meet these observability. For instance, in the Theorem 2, "The online obervability implies the existing first observability." means that "If a BCN satisfies the online obervability then it satisfies the existing first observability." However, "The existing first observability does not imply the online obervability." means that "'A BCN that satisfies the existing first observability does not have to satisfy the online obervability."
Theorem 2: The online obervability implies the existing first observability, but the existing first observability does not imply the online obervability.
Proof 9: A BCN satisfies the online obervability. From the Theorem 1 we have that we can determine the initial state s 0 of this BCN in real time for every s 0 ∈ ∆ N . Therefore for every initial state s 0 ∈ ∆ N , there exists an input sequence I ∈ (∆ M ) p for some p ∈ Z + such that the s o can be determined by the input sequence I, and then this BCN satisfies the existing first observability.
However, if a BCN satisfies the existing first observability. What is more there exist two state s, s ∈ Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) where |Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) | > 0, and the i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 is the corresponding one unique input sequences to determine s, and the i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i p−1 is the corresponding one unique input sequences to determine s . If the fitst input of the input sequences I and I are different, then we can not determine the initial state s 0 of this BCN in real time for every s 0 ∈ {s, s }. Therefore this BCN does not satisfy the online observability.
In the existing first observability, we presuppose the initial state of a BCN at first, and then we use its corresponding input sequence to distinguish it from other types of initial state. In other words, we do not consider the real-time property in the existing first observability which would make the condition more harsh. So we have the online obervability implies the existing first observability, but the existing first observability does not imply the online obervability. Moreover, from the implication relationships between the existing first and second observability which mentioned in the Section II, we have the implication relationships between the online observability and the existing second observability Theorem 3: The online obervability implies the existing second observability, but the existing second observability does not imply the online obervability.
Theorem 4: The online obervability does not imply the existing third observability, but the existing third observability implies the online obervability.
Proof 10: A BCN is online observable. What is more there are o, o ∈ ∆ Q , such that there does not exist In the existing third type of observability, there has to exist an input sequence that can distinguish any distinct states of the BCN. In other words, we do not consider the interactivity in the existing third observability which would make the condition less harsh. So we have the online obervability does not imply the existing third observability, but the existing third observability implies the online obervability. Moreover, from the implication relationships between the existing third and fourth observability which mentioned in the Section II, we have the implication relationships between the online observability and the fourth observability Theorem 5: The online obervability does not imply the existing fourth observability, but the existing fourth observability implies the online obervability.
Therefore, the implication relationships graph between four existing observability and online observability is shown in Fig.4 .
From the implication relationships between online observability and existing observability we know that the online observability can help us solve some problem which can not be solved by existing observability.
• Firstly, if the systems described by BCNs are online observable but not satisfy the existing third and fourth observability, then the online observability can help us determine their initial state in real time.
• Secondly, it takes least observation costs for us to determine the initial state of some systems described in real time by BCNs. There are some biological systems depicted by BCNs, such as the immune systems which can be depicted as the BCN T-cell receptor kinetics model [11] . And there exist input-nodes and state-nodes in this model, for the purpose of obtain the initial state of this BCN, we must select some state-nodes to be observe at first. However, if we use the online observability of BCNs to determine the initial state of the BCN T-cell receptor kinetics model in real time., then we need least observation costs. What is more, with the online observability, we can make some optimizations in the process of determining the initial state. We will represent them in the Section V.
IV. DETERMINING THE ONLINE OBSERVABILITY OF BCNs
After defining the online observability and comparing it with the existing four observability, we propose two algorithms to determine the online observability of BCNs. The first one is the supertree-based algorithm, and the second one is the algorithm based on directed graph. Based on the definition of online observability, we propose the supertree to describe the process of determining the initial state of a BCN. And then, we propose the algorithm to determine the online observability of BCNs based on the supertree. But the supertree-based algorithm can not help us find all paths to determine the initial state of a BCN. In order to improve the shortcomings of the supertree-based algorithm, we propose the algorithm based on directed graph. The algorithm based on directed graph may take longer time for us to determine its online observability. But if we want do some optimizationin in the process of determining the initial state of a BCN, this algorithm would be better. What is more, we also analyze the complexity of the algorithm based on directed graph in this section. Finally, we represent how to determine the initial state of a BCN by the directed graph.
A. Supertree-based algorithm
According to the definition of online observability, we alternately observe the output and then derive and decide the input in the process of determining the initial state of a BCN. When the cardinal number of the set of possible states comes into be 1, we can determine the current state of this BCN and then its initial state. We define the supertree for BCNs to describe this process, and then propose the supertree-based algorithm to determine the online observability for BCNs. For convenience, we use the set of state S i inside a node to represent this node, and the input i p or output o j in an edge to represent the edge.
Definition 13 (Supertree): For a BCN, every node S i in the supertree is K-step deterministic. The root node of its supertree is ∆ N , while the leaf nodes of the supertree are the nodes with cardinal number 1 (|S i | = 1). In addition to the leaf nodes, if a node S i in the 2k + 1 (k ∈ N) layer of the supertree and
is one of its son nodes, and o j is the edge from S i to Df (S i , ε, o j ) for each o j ∈ ∆ Q . If a node S i in the 2k + 2 layer of the supertree and
is the son node of S i and i p is the edge from S i to Df (S i , i p , ε) for each i p ∈ ∆ M . In the Definition 13. For a BCN, we can only infer that the possible states set is ∆ N at the beginning, thus the root node of the super tree is ∆ N . And then, we can determine the state of the BCN when the cardinal number of the possible states set turns into 1. Therefore, the leaf nodes of the supertree are the nodes with cadinal number 1. In the process of determining the initial state of a BCN, we observe the output of the BCN to derive the set of possible states at first. After that, we derive and decide the input and then derive the new possible states set of the BCN. We alternately observe the output and then derive and decide the input untill we can determine the state of BCN. Therefore we use Df (S i , ε, o j ) to find child nodes for every S i in 2k + 1 layer, and using Df (S i , i p , ε) to find child nodes for every S i in 2k + 2 layer. The formula
guarantee we can determine the state of BCN in the end (Section III Equation 11 ). Therefore, the paths to determine the initial state of a BCN are described in the supertree, and then we can use it to determine the online observability for a BCN.
Based on the definition of the supertree, we propose the supertree-based algorithm (Algorithm.1) to determine the online observability for BCNs. Build child nodes for N odesArray by Df (S i , ε, o j )
5:
N odesArray = Child nodes of N odeArray except leaf nodes 6: Check this BCN by the super tree 7: if BCN is online observable then Build child nodes for N odesArray by Df (S i , i p , ε)
11:
N odesArray = Child nodes of N odeArray In the supertree-based algorithm we build trees by breadth first. We check the online observability of the BCN by the supertree after 2k + 2 layer of the supertree was built for every k ∈ N. If the BCN is online observable, then we stop building the supertree and delete the uncertain branches. Finally, we return the N odesArray which is the root node of the supertree, and then we can determine the initial state of the BCN by the supertree.
In order to better illustrate how to use the super tree to determine the online observability, we give the following example.
Example 9: In the BCN mentioned in Example 1. From the definition of online observability we need to determine whether the Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) is K-step deterministic for every o j ∈ ∆ Q such that |Df (∆ N , ε, o j ) | > 0. Therefore, we build child nodes for ∆ N by the Df (S i , ε, o j ). For instance, Df ∆ N , ε, δ } is K-step deterministic or not, and then we can not determine the online observability of this BCN by the supertree now. Therefore we build child nodes for it, and then build child nodes for its child nodes as shown in the Fig.5 . Then we check the second and third layer of this branch, we have the nodes {δ } is K-step deterministic. We use the same method to check other nodes, and then determine the online observability for the BCN. Finally, we delete uncertain branches except the branches which can help us to determine online observability, such as the first branch ({δ And then, the supertree can help us to determine the initial state of the BCN.
However, if we want use the supertree-based algorithm to find all paths to determine the initial state of a BCN. In this case, we need to check the nodes that appear multiple times in the supertree, and this nodes would take many additional time and space overhead. For instance, in the Fig.5 there are two nodes take {δ 1 16 , δ 16 16 } in the fourth layer. Moreover, the same nodes in a path will form a loop, the loops in the supertree will prevent us from building a complete tree. For example, there are the {δ 
B. Algorithm based on directed graph
In order to improve the shortcomings of the supertree-based algorithm, we proposed the algorithm based on directed graph. The biggest difference of these two algorithms is the way how the supertree and derected graph constructed. That supertree is built from the root node (∆ N ) to leaf nodes (contain 1 state), while the derected graph is built from smallest nodes (contain 1 state) to largest node (contain largest number of states). In addition, there is not any repeated node in the derected graph because every node appears only once in the directed graph. What is more, even there are some loops in the derected graph, the loops would not prevent us from building the directed graph completely.
Therefore, we have the definition of directed graph for BCNs.
Definition 14 (Directed Graph): Firstly, every node S i in the directed graph is K-step deterministic, and there are no duplicate nodes in the graph.
Secondly, for every node S i and |S i | > 1, we have that for every distinct two s a , s b ∈ S i , Hs a = Hs b .
Finally, fot the edges of the directed graph.
• If |S i | = 1, then there are not edge from it to other nodes.
• If |S i | > 1, and there are exist one edge i p from it to one nodes, then there exist z ≥ 1 such that there are z edges contain i p from it to nodes S 1 , . . . , S z that
From the Lemma 7 in the Section III, we have that if the set of states S i is not K-step deterministic and S i ⊂ S j , then S j is not K-step deterministic. Therefore, we check whether the nodes with fewer states are K-step deterministic at first, and then we check whether the nodes with more states are K-step deterministic in the process of building the directed graph for a BCN. Once we can find a node S i is not K-step deterministic, then we make sure that there exists
is not K-step deterministic, and then this BCN is not online observable.
With the definition of directed graph and the way to construct the derected graph. We propose the algorithm based on directed graph prsented in the Algorithm.2. And the Algorithm.3 present the algorithm to build nodes which is used in the Algorithm.2. for each S i ∈ N odesArray do 8:
if k == 2 then
9:
Sis = ∆ M 10:
Find Sis by other nodes 12: end if 13: for each i p ∈ Sis do 14:
Check S i by i p
15:
Build edges for S i
16:
end for 17: if S i has not any edge. then Classify these nodes 6: Sort the states in these nodes 7: Sort these nodes 8: return nodes 9 Fig.6 . We sort the states inside the nodes at first, and then sort the nodes by the states of them.
• Find Sis by other nodes: From the Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 in the Section III, we have if S i ⊂ S j then for any input i wich can not make S i K-step deterministic, it can not make S j K-step deterministic either. Therefor, for the node S i with k sorted states inside it, we can use the node with the first k − 1 states of S i and the node with the last k − What is more, based on the definitions of existing four types of observability, we can also use the directed graph to determine the existing second and fourth type of observability for BCNs.
• Checking the existing second observability: When we try to build bottom layer and penultimate layer of the directed graph, and there are exist some nodes in penultimate layer has no edges from it to other nodes. Therefore, there are distinct states s 0 , s 0 ∈ ∆ N , and there does not exist any input sequence I ∈ (∆ M ) p for any p ∈ Z + , such that Hs 0 = Hs 0 implies (HL) p s0 (I) = (HL) p s 0 (I). And then, this BCN does not satisfy existing second observability.
• Checking the existing fourth observability: When we try to build edges for every layer, and if there exist one node whose right inputs set is not ∆ M , then there exists an input sequence I ∈ (∆ M ) ∞ does not satisfy that for any distinct states s 0 , s 0 ∈ ∆ N , Hs 0 = Hs 0 implies (HL) ∞ s0 (I) = (HL) ∞ s 0 (I). And then this BCN does not satisfy existing fourth observability.
C. Complexity analysis
As the algorithm by the directed graph is better than by supertree when we want to find all paths to determine the initial state of BCNs. We analyze the complexity of this algorithm briefly in this paper.
• Firstly, we need to calculate the number of layers in the directed graph i.e. the upper bound of the number (k) of the states of the nodes in the directed graph. We have that
Because the states of the same nodes in the directed graph should have the same corresponding output. Therefore, the k upb indicates the number of layers in the directed graph, and it depends on the relationship between states and outputs of the BCNs.
• Secondly, we need to calculate the number of nodes which with k states, we have that
The N on(k) indicates the number of nodes which built by the buildnode(k) function, and it also depends on the relationship between states and outputs of the BCNs.
• Thirdly, we need to calculate the cardinal number of suitable inputs set of each node |Sis(
is derived by other nodes, therefore it depends on the updating rules of the BCNs.
• Finally, we need to calculate the time used to check whether a input which in the suitable inputs set of a node is a right input for this node T (S i , i p ), and it depends on the updating rules of the BCNs as well. After completing the previous analysis, we calculate the complexity by layer by layer, then we have the time we need to determine the online observability.
From the definition, we know that the k upb and the N on(k) are depend on the relationship between states and outputs of the BCNs, and the |Sis(S i )| and T (S i , i p ) are depend on the updating rules of the BCNs. Therefore, it is hard to give an accurate complexity of the algorithm by the number of the nodes of the BCNs without the complete imformation of their updating rules. We just give a brief introduction of complexity analysis in this paper, and we would do more research about this problem in the furture.
D. Determining initial state
After introducing the algorithms to determine the online observability of the BCNs, we present the way to determine the initial state of a BCN by the directed graph. If a system described by BCN is online observable, and the directed graph of it has been built, then we can determine the initial state of this system (or BCN) in real time. In order to illustrate the process of determining the initial state of a BCN, we give one example is as follows.
Example 10: In the BCN mentioned in Example 1. The process of determining its initial state is shown in the Fig.7 .
• Firstly, we observe the output of the BCN. If the output we observe is δ 1 4 then we can derive that the set of possible initial states should be {δ • Secondly, we derive and decide the input (δ Although the way of determine the initial state of a BCN by the directed graph is very brief, but it would help us present how to do some optimization in the process of determining the initial state of the BCNs.
V. OPTIMIZATION
In the Section III, we present that the online observability is the the necessary and sufficient condition of determine the initial state s 0 of the BCNs in real time. Therefore, it can help us determine the initial state of some BCNs in real time which can not be determined by the existing third and fourth observability. In addition, we can also use the online observability to some optimization, including finding the shortest path and avoid entering critical states in the process of determining the initial state of the BCNs.
A. Finding shortest path
When we need to determine the initial state of a BCN, an important aspect that we will consider is to find the shortest path to determine the initial state. In general, we can not find the shortest path definitely. Fortunately, we can use the directed graph to make the best decision. For the path to determine the initial state of the BCNs, we introduce two functions Pe(S, i p ) and Pv(S, i p ) to describe its expected value and variance, respectively. The definition of them are as follows.
Some necessary statements before defining the functions Pe(S, i p ) and Pv(S, i p ):
• S: the set of states.
• {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i z } : the right inputs set of S;
• {S In the definition of Spe(S), the function shortest path expected value Spe(S) is to find the i p from {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i z } to calculat least Pe(S, i p ) for S. From the definition of Pe(S, i p ), we have that if |S| = 1 then we can make sure the state of BCNs. Thus we need not choose the input anymore to determine the state of BCNs. Therefore, for any input the path expected value Pe(S, i p ) would be 0 and the shortest path expected value Spe(S) also would be 0. But if |S| > 1 we still need to choose input and observe the output. Only by this way we can determine the state of of BCNs. And we recursively define the Pe(S, i p ) and Spe(S) for each input i p in the right inputs set.
If we want to find the shortest path to determine the initial state of a BCN, we can choose an input i p with least Pe(S, i p ) by the function Spe(S). This input i p may help us find the shortes path to determine the initial state. But the output of BCNs we observe is uncertain after we choose the input i p , hence selecting the i p which with least Pe(S, i p ) may leads to a very long path to determine the initial state of BCNs. For better performce, we define the Pv(S, i p ) to avoid this risk.
Definition 17 (Pv(S, i p )): When the |S| = 1, we have that Pv(S, i p ) = 0 for every i p in {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i z }. But when the |S| > 1, we have that Pv(S, i p ) = (S, i p ) , we have that if the Pv(S, i p ) of input i p is not very large, the risk of choosing i p would be not great either.
B. Avoiding entering critical states
In biological systems wich depiected by the BCNs, some of the genes' states may corresponding to unfavorable or even dangerous situations [22] . So another important aspect that we consider is to avoid entering critical states in the process of determining the BCN's initial state. Therefore, we also construct two functions Ce(S, i p ) and Cv(S, i p ) to describe expected value and variance of the times of entering critical states in the process determine the intial state of the BCNs. The definition of Ce(S, i p ) is as follows. The use of Ce(S, i p ) and Cv(S, i p ) are similar to Pe(S, i p ) and Pv(S, i p ) respectively. They help us avoid entering critical states of BCNs in the process of determining the initial state of BCNs. With these four functions Pe(S, i p ), Pv(S, i p ), Ce(S, i p ) and Cv(S, i p ), we can make the best decision we like.
In the four existing types of observability, they have not property interactivity. This leads to we can not analyze the state of the BCNs dynamically, hence it would be hard to do some optimation in the process of determining the initial state of the BCNs. However, this problem can be solved by the online observability of the BCNs better.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, firstly we proposed the online observability of BCNs and define its mathematical form. Secondly we propose two algorithms based on the supertree and directed graph to determine the online observability. After introducing determination algorithm we present some optimization brought by the online observability and then talk about some advantages of it.
But even we use the super tree and directed graph, it is still hard to determine the the online observability of a BCN which with a large number of nodes. Therefore, in the future we will try to separate the BCN into the subnets. We determine their online observability respectively, and then we determine the online observability of original BCN. Furthermore, we also want to try to use some knowledge about formal methods to earn scalability for BCNs. In addition to the theoretical aspect, the realistic application is also very important. Hence we will also try to find some realistic example which can be modeled by BCNs. So that we can research these realistic examples well and determine the online observability their models for better performance.
